
 

Dear Colleagues,  

  

After a long delay due to the coronavirus pandemic, the ensemble of the Tanztheater will present the premiere 

of The Piece with the Ship by Pina Bausch at the Wuppertal Opera House on 28 January 2022.  

 

Last performed in Saitama, Japan, 25 years ago, The Piece with the Ship was re-staged in 2020/21 with an 

intergenerational cast predominantly made up of the ensemble’s younger dancers. They are dancers who never 

met Pina Bausch personally, but who are finding their own kind of freedom in the choreography through 

working with Saar Magal, Niv Marinberg, Barbara Kaufmann, Héléna Pikon and Julie Anne Stanzak. This is 

what Pina wanted: “You are most beautiful when you are yourself.” In the future they will bring Pina Bausch’s 

pieces to the stage, dare to do new things and work with external artists in new constellations, while still being 

accompanied – as much as possible – by those who originally created these pieces together with Pina Bausch. 

  

Booking opens on 3 December 2021 at 10:00, tickets available from Kulturkarte +49 202 563 7666 or online: 

pina-bausch.de  

Premiere on 28 January 2022 at 19:30. Additional performances on Saturday 29 January at 19:30 and Sunday 30 

January at 16:00.  Please note the new start time for the Sunday performance!  

  

Characterised by sweet melancholy, delicate humour and zestful dancing, the piece depicts a community 

stranded in an abandoned place where people seek rescue. A beach without an ocean, a ship without water. 

People who have been torn from everyday life, poised between extreme vulnerability and a strong will to 

survive, dance as if their lives depended on it. 

There is a way in which The Piece with the Ship prefigures parts of our reality today. The extraordinary set is 

by Peter Pabst and was originally inspired by photos of the Aral Sea. Its shores receded by up to 60 km due to 

climate change, causing ships to lie stranded on dry land. The stage is covered with sand, dunes and the hull of 

a stranded ship, painstakingly restored for this production under Pabst’s supervision. 

 

Birdsong, the sound of raindrops, jungle noises and strains of harp are punctuated by heavy storms and rolling 

thunder, alongside arias by Walther von der Vogelweide, Georg Friedrich Händel and Christoph Willibald 

Gluck, as well as medieval and renaissance music and songs from India, Morocco and Namibia. The musical 

arrangement is by Matthias Burkert.  

 

It is possible that this Pina Bausch piece is also infused with memories of Hans Züllich, a former Kurt Jooss 

dancer and the director of the Folkwangschule, who died shortly before it was created. The end of an era – a 

departure and a new beginning?  

 

As in 2019 with the re-stagings of Bluebeard and He takes her by the hand and leads her into the castle, the 

others follow, we reflected on how best to preserve and cultivate the legacy of the choreographer Pina Bausch. 
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We explored new methods in all aspects of our work, including rehearsals, casting, performance practice and 

the passing on of pieces and roles.   

Director Bettina Wagner-Bergelt was able to enlist the Israeli artist Saar Magal and her collaborator, the 

world-renowned rehearsal director and teacher Niv Marinberg, to act as ‘outside eyes’ for the restaging of The 

Piece with the Ship and work closely with the ensemble’s rehearsal directors Barbara Kaufmann, Héléna Pikon 

and Julie Anne Stanzak to bring the piece back to the stage.  

 

Saar Magal is a choreographer and director with an unusual approach, whose productions explore the 

intersections of dance, opera, theatre and performance. She has developed projects for Batsheva Ensemble 

Dance Company, the Bavarian State Opera (Hacking Wagner), the Staatsoper unter den Linden in Berlin and 

in 2021 for the Schauspiel Frankfurt and the Burgtheater Vienna. Her international collaborations include 

works with the directors Krzysztof Warlikowski and Robert Woodruff. She also teaches dance and 

performance at several schools and academies in Israel and the USA, among them ART Institute for Advanced 

Theatre at Harvard University. 

 

For this process she developed a kind of playground, in which each individual’s choreographic material was 

deconstructed and put back together to give the dancers a sense of creative freedom, simulate a kind of 

creative process and help them to make the choreography, relationships and scenes their own. 

 

Cast Emma Barrowman, Dean Biosca, Naomi Brito, Maria Giovanna Delle Donne, Taylor Drury, Çağdaş Ermiş, 

Jonathan Fredrickson*, Ditta Miranda Jasjfi, Nayoung Kim, Yosuke Kusano*, Alexander Lopez Guerra, Blanca 

Noguerol Ramírez, Milan Nowoitnick Kampfer, Ekaterina Shushakova, Oleg Stepanov, Julian Stierle, Michael 

Strecker, Christopher Tandy, Tsai-Wei Tien, Aida Vainieri, Ophelia Young*, Tsai-Chin Yu 

*as guest 

 

Photos may be used free of charge when reporting on the current production. 

 
 

 


